NLFCZD Advisory Board Meeting Minutes
Thursday, September 8, 2016
Spokane County Public Works Building 2B 3:00pm-5:15pm
Present –
Staff:
Advisory Board Members:
Guests:

Mitch Reister, Marianne Barrentine, Karen Kruger, Randy Kirk (Last half)
Wayne Block, Lorne Burley, Mike Frasco, Jerry Le Grand, Wayne Smith, Dennis Rewinkel
Wendy Burley, Lee Tate, Karen Stebbins, Faye Le Grand, Connie Cain

Notations below in blue are new information inserted to update the subject, per information from Randy Kirk

District News
 Lake Level - The lake level as of today was 2124.56 feet with the outlet gates closed.



Milfoil Update - Diver completed five hours of suction weeding on September 1st. His thoughts after surveying
the entire lake, and the five hours of suction weeding, are that Newman Lake does not appear to currently have
a huge Eurasian milfoil issue.
Outreach Update - Volunteers, Staci Lehman and Karen Stebbins have agreed to help with communication and
education of Newman Lake residents regarding Newman Lake’s Eurasian milfoil plan and control methods
available, as well as Adopt-A-Shoreline and Milfoil Representatives. They will be sponsoring a Public Milfoil
Meeting on September 28th. Karen will present the 2016 – 2018 Milfoil Plan including alternative control
measures and Milfoil Representatives.



Airsep Install Update - Total cost for Airsep install including new compressor building door and flow meter came
to $74,302.08



Alum System Update – Cost of relocating alum system total is $5,984.99 Still not sure if that included the
steel. Alum system restarted last week. So far this fall One and a half deliveries injected in lake. Pump issues
earlier this week but pump repaired and system should be restarted by tomorrow. Plan to inject about 6
deliveries operating through September. – Per Randy - As of 10/10/2016, we had four deliveries last spring and
five this fall, making a total or 262,662 lbs. for the year. We will not receive any more deliveries this year and
will be winterizing the system soon.



O & M Contract Update: Randy is working on both the preparing the Maintenance Contract for bid and
updating the Operation and Maintenance Manual. Per Randy – As of 10/10/2016, the Oxygenator Maintenance
contract is out to bid with bids due October 19th. The O & M Manual update is completed with the exception of
one document associated with the NPDES Permit and the alum injection system.



Water Quality Update- Barry Moore had sent an email out to AB and staff regarding an update on the water
quality sampling completed by WSU students so far. Marianne read the email (below). Question raised as to
time the Oxygenator was down last year as stated by Barry. Marianne noted that it was operational part of the
summer last year, but we had a slow start to the alum this year, and there were only 3 alum tanks-full, instead
of the usual 6 injected this spring. It was also noted that with impurity of one Airsep, the introduced Nitrogen
through the cone would further impair oxygenation. If we decide to take samples in the lake to look for septic
issues, it should be coordinated with WSU/Barry Moore. Staff indicated they would do that and get samples at
Honeymoon Bay and possibly north of Twin Cedars, identified problem areas.

2016 Newman Lake Phytoplankton Trends
In late April, the majority of phytoplankton density was attributed to diatoms, golden algae, and dinoflagellates. In May,
there was a small increase in cyanobacteria density, but the vast majority of algae biomass was similar to April. During
the months of June and July, cyanobacteria density drastically increased and may have contributed to poor water clarity.
Anabaena spp. was the primary cyanobacteria during this period, with few colonies of Gomphospaeria spp. and
Microcystis spp. However, diatom biomass remained equal to or exceeded cyanobacteria biomass for June and July.
Most recently, diatoms, green algae, and euglenoids contributed to the majority of August algae biomass, and
cyanobacteria biomass has significantly decreased, constituting of less than 5% of total biomass.
We are still working on phosphorus and nitrogen. We had QA flags on our new machine so are rerunning samples and
will not report until the QA issues are solved so we have confidence in the results. We did have TP in excess of 30 ug/L
for the early season, so will be interesting what the trend was for the remainder of the summer. I strongly suspect that
we will see TP drop now that mixing and alum are going.
Overall, decreased water quality for the year is something we would expect with the ox system being out last summer
and early spring. This year will also be a good new ‘baseline’ as the new Airsep and the oxygen are back online.
Email from Barry Moore for AB meeting info is attached to minutes
Honeymoon Bay – Marianne had one meeting in July with Honeymoon Bay residents, the Spokane Conservation District,
and Spokane County Road Improvement District (RID) Section. Sewer and Road/Drainage issues were discussed.
Marianne indicated that some residents were concerned about commitment, and not willing to sign a letter of interest
in the RID. She would be following up with email explaining timeline and need for letter of interest.
2017 Budget Approval – Written proposals were submitted to the AB in the areas of budget approval for proposed
funding of $25,666 per year contribution from Spokane County. Written proposal submitted for the logic breakdown of
the County contribution and basis, as well as a written proposal providing a sample breakdown of potential funding
areas to broaden the tax base submitted for AB review. Written proposals attached at the end of these minutes.
Marianne provided a response to the Summer Meeting comments/questions regarding 2017 Budget. Separate fund for
erosion control has been requested, District is not allowed to do that.
Dennis believes there was a maintenance shortfall on the Air-Sep operation, and is requesting a $25,000 line item in the
budget from the County to go toward the reserves. Mitch indicated that would need to be done at a strategic plan
meeting with the BOCC, as well as Gerry Gemmill and John Dickson.
Question asked: Is it possible to shift reserves between Flood Control and water Quality. Marianne noted, in order to
do that the assessments need to be adjusted for a year to shift the funds.
Roll Call Vote was taken on the 2017 Budget as presented and attached. Budget passed with 4 Yes.
Funding Issues/Status Discussion - Staff requested input on the idea of pursuing all funding options. Dennis said the
County should step up and proposed requesting extra funding from the County for Newman Lake. The Assessment
inequalities appears to be 65 parcels, therefore the amount of funding requested from the County has been increased.
The donation requested would be for over an eight year period, totaling $205,333. Motion was made to review the
proposal to request a Spokane County contribution to the NLFCZD budget. Since very few members and staff have had a
chance to review the document, it was determined that attendees should read the proposal document and email their
vote to Mitch by September 16th. Proposal will be presented to the BOCC as soon as comments are received from the
Advisory Board.
Marianne noted that they were looking at two proposed RCW Title 89.09.418 revisions:
1) To add that the petition could be signed by 25% of the assessment payers not just 25% of the land owners. This
would make it easier for Newman Lake residents to request an update and set up the Board of Appraisers.

2) Add that the maps could be changed administratively for plat, parcel boundary or land use changes. This would
allow the maps to be kept current in the future.
Motion was made for the AB to support review of funding options, investigate funding alternatives, and revisions.
Motion passed.
Policy and Procedures Manual – Written proposed changes submitted for the current Policy and Procedures Manual,
Section II c. Proposal was made that the NLFCZD use their authority, as they have in the past, in making decision s that
were either not in the Policy and Procedures Manual, or in opposition to it, and vacate the AB members who have not
attended meetings. Written proposal documents included in these minutes.
Shoreline Erosion/Status Discussion - Pamphlet created by the Spokane Conservation District in 2014 titled Newman
Lake Wake Induced Shoreline Erosion was handed out to all who attended the meeting. Shoreline owners are
encouraged to contact the Spokane Conservation District regarding shoreline erosion and shoreline stability projects.
Contact information is in the pamphlet that was handed out. Volunteer project was proposed for shoreline erosion.
Staff will email out the document “Guidelines for Permitting Environmental Projects”. We can have an extra meeting in
late October to discuss shoreline erosion. This will be coordinated by email.
Upcoming Advisory Board Position Openings - There will be two Advisory Board positions coming open in January 2017,
voting position #1 and voting position #5. Dennis submitted a copy of Section II. C – Advisory Board, from the Policy and
Procedures Manual, showing the changes that he would propose as highlighted. Marianne said that changes would
have to go before the BOCC, and she would prefer to incorporate with the overall changes/updating that staff would be
working on this winter. In addition, given the BOCC schedule there would not be time to get approved before starting
the selection process. Motion was made to adopt the logic of Paragraph C Advisory Board selection methodology from
document Dennis drafted. There was a second to the motion. The Advisory Board voted to recommend changes of the
Policy and Procedures Manual to staff. Staff will review and incorporate into the upcoming selection process as
appropriate. Copy of Section II. C – Advisory Board from Policy and Procedures Manual is attached to minutes.
Next Meeting Date/Dates and future items for Discussion - End of October to discuss Shoreline Erosion issues. Staff
will email the AB regarding scheduling of the meeting.


Closing Remarks/Adjourn
 Introduction of Ethan’s replacement, Randy Kirk

Submitted by: Karen Kruger
Marianne Barrentine
Randy Kirk

From: Moore, Barry Craig [mailto:bcmoore@wsu.edu]
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2016 1:22 PM
To: Barrentine, Marianne <MBarrentine@spokanecounty.org>
Subject: Re: Adv. Board meeting on Sept. 8
Hi MarianneSorry for delay in sending, but the crew has been out and Tim just finished some of the phyto results.
Here is his report to me2016 Newman Lake Phytoplankton Trends
In late April, the majority of phytoplankton density was attributed to diatoms, golden algae, and
dinoflagellates. In May, there was a small increase in cyanobacteria density, but the vast majority of
algae biomass was similar to April. During the months of June and July, cyanobacteria density drastically
increased and may have contributed to poor water clarity. Anabaena spp. was the primary
cyanobacteria during this period, with few colonies of Gomphospaeria spp. and Microcystis spp.
However, diatom biomass remained equal to or exceeded cyanobacteria biomass for June and July.
Most recently, diatoms, green algae, and euglenoids contributed to the majority of August algae
biomass, and cyanobacteria biomass has significantly decreased, constituting of less than 5% of total
biomass.
We are still working on phosphorus and nitrogen. We had QA flags on our new machine so are rerunning
samples and will not report until the QA issues are solved so we have confidence in the results. We did
have TP in excess of 30 ug/L for the early season, so will be interesting what the trend was for the
remainder of the summer. I strongly suspect that we will see TP drop now that mixing and alum are
going.
Overall, decreased water quality for the year is something we would expect with the ox system being
out last summer and early spring. This year will also be a good new ‘baseline’ as the new Airsep and the
oxygen are back online.
Off to doc now…
Thanks, Barry

Proposal for Spokane County Contribution to the Newman Lake Flood Control
Zone District 2017 Budget
9-1-2016

Item #1
Diligence- BOCC has been aware of the inequitable assessment to the Newman Lake residents for longer
than 10 years and taken NO action to rectify the situation. It is acknowledged that this issue was
discussed in depth in 2007 and was recognized in 2012 when the BOCC contributed $8000 to
compensate for the perceived inequities of the Witherspoon Properties. Recent review finds this
discrepancy in excess of $14,000/year.
$14,000/year for the most recent 10 years - $8000 already contributed = $132,000

Item #2
Mismanagement-Cost of replacing the AIRSEP unit that has pre-maturely failed due to lack of
maintenance for which the County is responsible minus the useful life that was realized.
(Conservatively assume a 24 year, or 288 months operational equipment life of the equipment, minus
the average run time of 4 months per year over the 24 years of operation (96 months) which was
delivered.
Actual Operating Life of the equipment = 96 months. This represents a 67% (192/288) reduction in the
operating life of the equipment.
$65,000 Replacement Cost* of the AIRSEP x 192/288 (67%) = $43,333
*Includes only AIRSEP replacement costs. Other items such as the door replacement, additional receiver
tank, and Alum system reconfiguration were not a result of maintenance issues.

Item #3
Cost of revision to the Title 86 or Alternate Fair and Equitable basis for Tax Assessments and program to
broaden the tax base to pay for the 1400 acre State owned public lake.
From 2012 County Staff “Fairness” Estimate = $30,000

Total County Funding Proposed = $205,333
Propose this as an 8 year reimbursement at $25,666.00/year as a “County
Reimbursement line item in the budget starting in 2017.

Support Notes for Proposed Spokane County Contribution to the 2017 NLFCZD Budget
September 1, 2016 by Dennis Rewinkel, Advisory Board Member
Subject: “Premature” Failure of the AIRSEP Unit
In reviewing this issue documentation, and discussions with AB members, County Staff and Mechanical
Contractors and their support personnel, the “reasoning” of the AIRSEP’s failure tends to focus on three
basic “positions”.
1. “The machines are obsolete.”
2. “The equipment is old, hence, due to fail”
3. Lack of a comprehensive maintenance program on the equipment.
1. “Obsolescence”: I am repeatedly reminded by county staff and members of the AB that many of the
parts on the older units are “obsolete” and no longer available. It should be pointed out that
obsolescence has little if anything to do with operability or maintenance (i.e. whether a piece of
equipment is still made or readily available any more does not influence it’s operability.) This position is
valid if you look at the future cost of repair since replacement parts may need to be fabricated or
alternative parts would need to be found. This would increase the future cost of operation/repair.
2. “The age of the equipment”: I am repeatedly reminded by county staff and members of the AB that
the equipment is roughly 25 years old and due to that age would be prone to failure. Since this
equipment is designed for 24/7 operation 365 days a year, consensus of equipment mechanics feel that
with proper maintenance, life expectancy would exceed 25 years. They also caution that this type of
equipment is not normally replaced due to age, but rather on 1) it’s comparable efficiency relative to
newer equipment, 2) the cost of operation and, 3) it’s performance capabilities.
In a recent discussion with county staff and the mechanical representative on a cartridge filter that
appears to have been most recently replaced in 2013, it was agreed that the filter could operate for
multiple years due to the limited time we run the equipment. Hence if the filter required annual
replacement which would represent about “8,760 hours” of continuous running, since we operate the
equipment 4 months a year or 2880 hours, it could be replaced about every three years. (It should be
pointed out that this logic does not apply to all filters, due to “soak time,” so should be evaluated on a
case by case basis) If this same logic is applied to the AIRSEP units to establish “run time” , which is a
common factor used for industrial equipment, we would find that we run them on an average of 4
months per year over the past 24 years, establishing run time of 8 years, which is significantly under it’s
expected operational life! For a piece of industrial equipment designed to operate 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and 365 days a year, to fail with this operating history, if properly maintained, would not
only be unusual, but would be unacceptable.
3. “Lack of Comprehensive Maintenance”: When a comprehensive service check was performed on the
AIRSEP units in early 2015, operating efficiency (oxygen purity) was found to be grossly below
rating/specifications, and condition of the equipment found to be less than acceptable. (Reference email
documentation)

When the AIRSEP mufflers were removed, as a part of the servicing, they were found to be full of solid
particulate, essentially plugged, and when removed, the rpm of the motor noticeable increased. They
clearly had not been cleaned or serviced. Following equipment service and adjustment, the output was
increased to specifications on one unit while the other could not be restored. Per the mechanical
contractor, solid particulate in the mufflers represents a strong indicator of system failure.
WSU feels that the failure of the sieve bed may have occurred about three years prior to the service
check in early 2015 due to “unexplained” changes that were observed at that time.
No performance monitoring of the AIRSEP equipment output appears to have ever been measured.
Operating guidelines are now being updated, maintenance requirements defined and contracted, and
the Oxygen purity readings are now being taken periodically to monitor the performance of the
equipment.

II.C.

ADVISORY BOARD
1. Members:

The eight-member District Advisory Board is made up of 5 voting members and 3 alternates. The three
alternate positions (non-voting, as maximum of 5 members is allowed by RCW 86.15.070) were added
by the Board of County Commissioners in 1996 to broaden Advisory Board viewpoint base and increase
the opportunity for residents to become involved in the operation of the District.
2. Term
All Advisory Board positions should normally have a term of 4 years. This will stagger position openings.
In the case of appointment to an un-expired position, the term may be shorter. No person shall be
appointed to an Advisory Board position if fulfilling the appointment will extend the person’s total
appointment on the Advisory Board to more than eight (8) consecutive years. The Board of County
Commissioners reserves the right by majority vote on a case by case basis to adjust this limitation as
deemed appropriate.
3. Selection Policy
It is the policy of the District to keep as diverse perspectives and opinions on Advisory Board as possible.
Accordingly, one member shall be a representative of a Newman Lake community group which is
formally established such as homeowners association (Chapter 64.38 RCW) or a not for profit
corporation (Chapter 24.03 RCW). The next three should represent as much as possible,
agriculture/forestry, year round lakefront homeowner, and seasonal resident interests, with the final
position listed as “open” to allow for flexibility based on applications that are submitted. Alternate
positions should represent similar diversity. The appointment of more than one Advisory Board
member from the same family will be discouraged. For the purpose of this provision, the terminology
family will include a member’s current spouse, brother, sister children, parents or in-laws. The District
shall encourage and balance participation of new members, while retaining knowledge resource of long
time members. Priority in the selection process should be given to assessment paying members. To the
greatest extent possible, the voting members of the Advisory Board shall be either District property
owners, or residents, who pay assessments to the District.
4. Selection Process
Upon vacancy of a position, by either the end of a term or resignation, the District staff shall encourage
interested district residents to apply for the vacant position via announcement at general meetings,
newsletter/informational mailings, and/or press release. Applicants should be requested to complete
the application form provided in Appendix D-8. Applications shall be reviewed and recommended for
approval by the BOCC in accordance with paragraph C below.
5. Meetings

Advisory Board meetings shall be held about 6 times per year or as required by District activities. Staff
shall keep the Advisory board informed on District activities, request Advisory Board opinions/viewpoint
on District policy decisions, budget issues, project priorities, etc. Advisory Board members shall provide
community perspective and input to District activities and policy.
It is the policy of the District that all views expressed at the Advisory Board meetings, whether by board
members, staff, or interested participants, shall be listened to and respected by those in attendance,
whether or not they agree with them. An important function of the Advisory Board meetings is to
encourage participation and get views from all sides of an issue. Lessening the importance of other’s
views for whatever reason discourages participation and involvement that is critical to operating the
District.
Guidelines:
A. Advisory Board Meetings Guest Policy (Existing policy, verify this is the final wording.)
All guests are welcome to attend Advisory Board Meetings. If there is room at the table for all
guests in attendance, guests are welcome to sit at the table. If there is not enough room at the
table, all guests are welcome to sit in extra chairs available near the wall in the room.
The meeting Agenda will be followed for subject and timeliness, if guests wish to express an opinion
or have questions regarding the agenda items, they will be encouraged to do so at the end of the
discussion of a particular subject.
Advisory committee members and guests will be encouraged to allow staff to complete their
presentations of agenda items before comments and questions will be allowed, as interruptions
delay the process. When someone is speaking, they have “the floor”, and it is appropriate and
respectful for others to raise their hand to indicate the intention to speak.
B. Proxy representation at Advisory Board Meetings (Proposed)
Any member of the Advisory Board may send a “proxy” to a meeting that they are unable to attend.
The purpose of this attendance would be to deliver materials due to the Advisory Board from the
absent member, as well as to brief the absent member regarding the progress and subject matter of
the meeting. The proxy does not have the authority to vote for the AB member on any issue coming
before the board, however, if the absent member sends a document in writing that defines their
position on a specific issue that is scheduled for a vote, this vote will be recognized.
C. Guidelines for Selection of Advisory board members (Proposed-need staff to review dates)
Vacancies on the Advisory Board will be defined no later than October 15, and applications will be
accepted between October 15 and November 15 of the year prior to the effective appointment
date. The Appendix D-8 application form must be submitted to the Administrator, NLFCZD.
Interviews of the candidates will be held in person at a general meeting between November 15 and
December 15, by the Administrator NLFCZD, County Staff, and the remaining members of the

Advisory Board, allowing a minimum of 15 minutes, per candidate, to expand on their qualifications
and respond to questions from the attendees. Voting for the placement of the candidates to the
specific positions available will be made by each of the members of the county staff and Advisory
Board within 7 days of the general meeting and submitted to the Administrator NLFCZD in hard copy
or by email. Any corresponding comments for consideration by the Administrator NLFCZD in his
recommendation to the BOCC should also be included. The Administrator NLFCZD’s
recommendation shall be submitted to the staff and AB members no later than January 15 and to
the BOCC no later than January 30. All members must be approved and seated prior to February 28
of the appointment year. Any false statements made on an application shall be grounds to
disqualify the applicant.
D. Guidelines for removal of Advisory board members (Proposed)
Board members that do not attend 50% of the scheduled meetings, or, have relocating from the
Newman Lake area may be dismissed by the Administrator NLFCZD with a majority vote of the
Advisory Board. If the member to be released is a voting member, a 50% vote from the remaining
four members will be considered a majority. The removal of a member should occur at the end of
the year in time to fill the vacancy as a part of the normal selection process schedule. The motion to
remove a member can be initiated from the Administrator NLFCZD, County Staff Member, or any
member of the Advisory Board.
Any Advisory Board member convicted of a felony will be dismissed from the Advisory board upon
conviction.
E. Defined expectations for candidates to the Advisory Board (Proposed)
On a five person voting board, it is necessary that all members fully participate and take an active
part in the representation of the community to the District. The alternate members are also
expected to take an active part in the board discussions and contribute to its success. To that end,
Advisory Board members are expected to attend all of the scheduled meetings. However, due to
family events, employment, travel, 75% attendance is required. There is also a tolerance for injury,
illness and other unforeseen circumstances through notification of the Administrator NLFCZD. It is
expected that the District will be kept apprised of the Advisory Board member’s situation and work
with the member regarding absences.
It is also expected that Advisory Board members will take an active part in discussion of issues and
engage in discussion with other Newman Lake community members regarding any questions or
concerns that they may have on those issues. This may require the member’s time to become
knowledgeable on issues and pursue an acceptable solution to technical issues facing the
community.
It should also be anticipated that an Advisory Board member may be asked to assist with committee
work to represent the community in monitoring other organizations activities or follow an evolving
issue where there is an interface outside of the District.

